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            Euro Trophex 2023 Triumphs in Barcelona, and Sets the Stage for Berlin 2025
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            Euro Trophex 2023 concluded in October 2023 in the vibrant city of Barcelona, marking a resounding success for the trophy and engraving industry. The event, held at an iconic venue, showcased the latest advancements, trends, and innovations in the sector, bringing together professionals and enthusiasts from around the world. Euro Trophex 2023 proved to be more than just a trade show; it was a celebration of craftsmanship, technological prowess, and the thriving spirit of the trophy industry.
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            Euro Trophex 2023 Gallery
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            Euro Trophex went to Barcelona, Spain, for the first time in October 2023. Here is a gallery of highlights from the show ...
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            Want to Exhibit at Euro Trophex?
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            Euro Trophex is heading to Berlin, Germany, in February 2025 on the 1st and 2nd
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            Celebrating Over 50 Years of Excellence: Stieber GmbH & Co. KG
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            For more than five decades, Stieber GmbH & Co. KG has been at the forefront of the trophies and awards industry, setting the standard for quality, variety, and customer service. As we take you through the journey of our company, you’ll discover why Stieber is the name synonymous with excellence in this field.
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            Smart Medals showcased new range at Euro Trophex 2023
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            SMART MEDALS, S.L. is a Spanish company specialised in medals and trophies exporting to over 25 countries worldwide. Our firm commitment is to create innovative and unique items.
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            Creating Custom Trophies: 3D Printing is Elevating the Awards Industry
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            The awards industry is an important part of many fields, from sports to entertainment to corporate recognition. Custom trophies are a highly sought-after item for winners and achievers, and the demand for unique and personalised designs is increasing. 3D printing technology has played a major role in elevating the trophy industry by offering new opportunities for creative design, speed of production, and high-quality finishes.
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            The Importance of Children’s Involvement in Activities Leading to Trophy Achievements
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            In the tapestry of childhood, the threads of involvement in activities that culminate in trophy achievements weave a narrative of growth, resilience, and self-discovery. Beyond the tangible glint of the trophy lies a realm of invaluable life lessons and character development that shapes the very essence of a child’s journey. Whether it’s standing victorious on a sports field, achieving academic excellence, or showcasing creative prowess, these experiences lay the foundation for empowerment. Let’s delve into the profound importance of encouraging children’s participation in activities that pave the way to earning trophies.
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            To Reward a Success Would a Trophy or Medal be Better?
          


          
                      
                        
                        
                      

                    

          
          
          

          
            Have you ever wondered if a trophy or a medal would be best suited to your customers particular need? TEN looks at the difference between trophies and medals and when each would be a great choice.
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            Looking for a simple yet effective add-on to your current business? Ever thought about sublimation? But what is sublimation? TEN looks into this process.
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            TheMagicTouch introduce new HTV transfer products that offer great new decoration opportunities. Firstly, the arrival of a 3D “Puff” flex transfer with a raised textured effect on the surface of garments and durability as never seen before.
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            Machines Revolutionised the World of Embroidery
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            Embroidery has always been an art form that required a lot of time, patience, and skill. However, with the advent of machine embroidery, the process has become faster, more efficient, and more precise. Machine embroidery has revolutionised the world of embroidery, allowing for intricate designs to be created with ease and precision.
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            The retail sector is constantly evolving – personalisation is on the increase
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            As the world continues to evolve, so do the ways we recognise and reward success. In 2023, trophy retail has taken on a whole new level of importance, with businesses and individuals alike seeking out the perfect way to commemorate their achievements.
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            My-Accessories Specialise in Supplying Blank Promotional and Gift Items
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            My-Accessories.co.uk are a multi-channel online ecommerce company founded by Peter Sansome back in 2006. They specialise in supplying blank promotional and gift items that all have the ability to insert your own artwork, craftwork and photos, allowing customers to produce their own finished promotional or gift merchandise for giveaway or resale.
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            Fiber laser  engraver UK tips and tricks
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            New to fiber engraving? Maybe you’ve just bought a new fiber laser engraver in the UK and you’re looking for beginner’s tips, or maybe you’re a veteran searching for further skills to develop.Either way, we can help you out with that!Here are our top tips for using a fiber laser engraver…
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            eljte celebrate 35 years of trading with expansion of the business
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            eljte confirm their recent acquisition of additional 4.000 square meter warehouse and offi ces. The company this year are celebrating 35 years of trading and continue to develop and market with their two unique brands “mjto” and “Capjtal”.
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            Trotec offers extended warranty and service package with industrial-grade laser cutters
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            A market-leading manufacturer of laser cutting and engraving technology is offering a free extended warranty and annual servicing package in March. Austrian manufacturer, Trotec, is renowned for providing a complete customer service and support package on its industrial-grade cutters and engravers.
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            Keyringfab System from my-accessories.co.uk
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            My-Accessories.co.uk provide a vast range of promotional and gift making supplies to businesses and individuals across the UK and internationally, allowing customers to produce their own finished merchandise for giveaway or resale.
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            A new addition to the popular thermal cup and bottle range!
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            UK HIP FLASKS prides itself on continuing to offer a wide range of products suitable for engraving within the drinkware, gift, and homeware categories.  A trusted UK supplier providing promotional merchandise such as hip flasks, tankards, chopping boards, slate coasters, cocktail sets to name a few!
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            Switching materials could save your business a staggering 40 percent on raw material costs
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            Trotec’s TroLase Metallic and Metallic Plus ranges are the perfect alternatives to metal marking and engraving. Time is money for any business, and with the cost of metals rising, metallic engraving laminates provide a cost-effective alternative for businesses.
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            If you’re looking for powerful, compact and easy to use laser cutting, engraving, part marking or CNC machines, look no further than Boxford’s range of multi-material processing equipment
          


          
                      
                        
                        
                      

                    

          
            
              
            
          

          
          

          
            Boxford’s ever-popular range of C02 non-metal cutting and engraving machines are available in various sizes and power options to suit your needs. Ranging from a 500mm x 300mm machine bed, all the way up to 1300mm x 900mm; there is a machine to suit most applications, from small prototype and design work, to large format commercial projects.
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